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WEBSECURITY

 URL protection: local and network independent real-time protection

 Easy to manage in the DriveLock Management Console

 Use of industry-leading web fi ltering functions

 Categorization of URLs in  data centers (worldwide)

 Fast system – User won’t notice a delay

 Detailed reporting, overview of threats blocked

DriveLock Websecurity – cloud based internet security
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DriveLock Websecurity – 
cloud based internet security
With the increasing use of new technologies, security infrastructures 

and mobile workers can no longer keep pace resulting in an ever 

expanding security gap. This can result in cyber criminals, developers 

of malicious software and hackers being able to engage quickly to 

exploit this gap. 

They know that some companies often do not have access to the tech-

nology, the resources and the tools that are used for example in big 

enterprises to prevent security risks from the Internet. Phishing URL’s 

for example have increased in recent years by 264 % with an increase 

of 131 % for web malware also recorded (CYREN). Many companies 

lack the specifi c skills and out of the box solutions that are needed 

to fi ll this gap today. 

DriveLock offers easy to implement protection
DriveLock Websecurity, powered by , closes this security 

gap. DriveLock Websecurity uses the CYREN GlobalView™ cloud which 

processes over 13 billion transactions both regionally as well as interna-

tionally daily, protecting more than 550 million users in 190 countries 

against internet threats. Within a few seconds of the fi rst occurrence, 

relationships can be identifi ed, threats discovered and your endpoints 

are then protected in real time.

So you can – by securing computer desktops and laptops of your 

employees worldwide -protect sensitive company data and meet 

compliance requirements without diffi culty. DriveLock Websecurity 

operates as protection between users and Internet.  

The protection exists regardless of whether the user is on the cor-

porate network located behind the fi rewall or on the road using an 

unprotected public hotel-WiFi. With the URL protection you can block 

connections to phishing or other criminal sites and prevent infection or 

even the loss of passwords, login information or sensitive documents.

 

Control of security and compliance
The policies can be set based on devices, users, group membership, 

time of day or locations. By default DriveLock Websecurity offers 64 URL 

categories which you can conveniently customize in Black-/Whitelists 

to your specifi c business needs. This allows you to selectively block 

certain sites, eg. harmful sites for (young) trainees, or websites which 

are only accessable at certain times of the day, eg. shopping sites only 

during the lunch break.

Protect all devices of your employees at any location, all with the 

same guidelines for your company. Centralized reporting ensures easy 

management. These settings can be adjusted in a few minutes in the 

DriveLock Management Console.

Test the industry-leading security technology DriveLock Websecurity, 

powered by , which offers the highest level of threat 

detection and security. The global data center of CYREN works so fast 

and with low latency, the user won’t notice a delay.


